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Read free African punch out masks .pdf
punch out masks of 15 animals including both domestic and wild animals also a brief description of each
animal 6 realistic full color half masks ideal for halloween costume parties school plays more detailed
images include bear fox raccoon bobcat chipmunk and polar bear easy to use simply punch out mask no
scissors needed attach string or rubber band and wear six colorful exotic masks including a hyena mask
from mali and a bakuba dance mask from the congo are ideal for social studies projects parties as room
decorations more no scissors needed whooo gro wl oinnnnk here are fifteen animal masks that are perfect
for the next play the next party or just for when it s nifty to look like something else immensely
popular upon its first publication in the early 1980 s these striking masks will fascinate today s
children every bit as much as they did their parents and don t be surprised if it s the parents still
wearing them made of high quality laminated card stock these brilliantly colored super realistic masks
are pre perforated easy to press out with holes in place ready for the included elastic cord that
attaches in seconds for a perfect fit there s even a storage envelope where the masks can be saved until
it is time to once again become a fox or a vampire or a bear or a the possibilities are fifteen fold six
colorful exotic masks including a hyena mask from mali and a bakuba dance mask from the congo are ideal
for social studies projects parties as room decorations more no scissors needed these colorful masks let
children masquerade as a rooster goat duck donkey cow and horse little farmers simply punch out the
masks and the eyeholes add a string or rubber band and the barnyard disguises are ready to wear great
for christmas pageants halloween everyday fun 6 die cut full color masks on 6 plates this colorful
collection invites youngsters and masqueraders of all ages to don some of the most imaginative and
intriguing masks ever each mask is whimsically embellished with flowers celestial objects and swirls of
fantastic colors play pretenders simply punch out the mask and eyeholes add a string or a rubber band
masks for 6 comic characters display bulbous noses ridiculous wigs funny hats clown make up and an
outlandish display of neckwear wear them to masquerade parties in school performances or for trick or
treating just punch out fasten with a piece of string or rubber band and get set to play let s pretend 6
full color cover ups yellow corn girl badger kachina havasupai kachina from the 50s three others six
coverups include carnivorous tyrannosaurus multihorned styracosaurus bizarre hadrosaurus ghoulish
protoceratops and 2 others six masks haida wooden dance mask kwakiutl family crest mask tlingit
groundhog mask three more instructions six authentically designed punch out masks based on the comic
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make up created by favorite circus clowns perfect for school shows halloween dress up clown routines
room decorations or just clowning around at home no cutting necessary wart faced witch with bloodshot
eyes drooling scar faced monster fiendish pumpkin with a sinister stare 3 other funny freaks no cutting
out necessary for these halloween and fun time cover ups inuit eskimo traditional masks punch outs for
teacher use only masks of a fiery devil a man with electrified hair a wide eyed skull and 3 other
repulsive critters unusual disguises based on authentic indian artifacts depict an all gold chim mask
peru a d 1200 the ferocious bear spirit klukwan alaska a d 1800 1850 the curious rim dweller iroquois
1920 the feather capped earth and sky being zuni new mexico 1925 and two others no scissors needed just
punch out attach a string and wear features punch out masks of darth maul yoda obi wan kenobi qui gon
jinn queen amidala anakin skywalker and jar jar binks so you can pretend to be your favorite episode i
character eight stencils to make funny clown masks simply punch out masks trace onto paper bags
cardboard or construction paper and color sixbeautifully drawn full color masks tiger wolf panda zebra
koala and chimpanzee perfect for halloween festivities costume parties school plays and party favors
ready to punch out and wear six comic characters with bulbous noses outrageous wigs funny hats and wild
neckwear for masquerade parties school performances trick or treating and more subjects include king
tutankhamen queen nefertiti each in ceremonial headdresses and 4 gods in animal form introduction six
masks depicting male and female lion and cub male and female tiger and cub great for halloween wart
faced witch with bloodshot eyes drooling scar faced monster fiendish pumpkin with a sinister stare three
other funny freaks no cutting necessary null dog cat pig sheep rabbit raccoon just right for trick or
treating costume parties punch out and wear five menacing masks some with awesome fangs and tusks depict
the dire wolf saber toothed tiger a giant bird an armored rat and a woolly mammoth ideal for costume
parties and as party favors thirty four bizarre subjects for halloween and year round fun werewolf
vampire skeleton witch mummy bat cat coffin tombstone skull and crossbones much more six coverups
include carnivorous tyrannosaurus multihorned styracosaurus bizarre hadrosaurus ghoulish protoceratops
and two others twelve authentic full color disguises including such no masks as a ceremonial old man the
thunder god an oto mask used in comic interludes between no plays as well as masks worn for dance other
types of theatrical roles and temple rituals clear diagrams and simple assembly instructions included
five authentic carefully researched masks king tut lioness the goddess sekhmet falcon horus crocodile
sebek and a jackal anubis ideal for halloween costume parties school plays easily assembled instructions
18 sturdy die cut designs sailboat steamship clipper tugboat more decorate almost any flat surface
complete instructions reusable seven authentic mexican folk masks each based on an authentic historic
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example include two sinister devil masks a skull mask a spectacular bat mask and a tiger mask easy to
follow instructions featuring the iconic animal designs of eric carle these spectacular easy to use
punch out masks are ready to wear play with and share with friends simply punch out the die cut masks
attach the elastic and transform into a favorite eric carle character no scissors or glue needed thirty
disguises all identified and ready to color include a mask used by a performer in an ancient roman
tragedy a death mask from mexico a chinese lion mask for new year s celebrations a water spirit disguise
from new caledonia as well as masks from guatemala india nigeria egypt peru borneo and burma myanmar 6
masks with religious folk and theatrical origins wayang golek wayang topeng and ragil kunig masks of
java 3 more
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Animal Faces 1988-09-01
punch out masks of 15 animals including both domestic and wild animals also a brief description of each
animal

North American Animals Punch-Out Masks 1997-06-30
6 realistic full color half masks ideal for halloween costume parties school plays more detailed images
include bear fox raccoon bobcat chipmunk and polar bear easy to use simply punch out mask no scissors
needed attach string or rubber band and wear

African Punch-Out Masks 1994-03-01
six colorful exotic masks including a hyena mask from mali and a bakuba dance mask from the congo are
ideal for social studies projects parties as room decorations more no scissors needed

Animal Faces 2007-08-16
whooo gro wl oinnnnk here are fifteen animal masks that are perfect for the next play the next party or
just for when it s nifty to look like something else immensely popular upon its first publication in the
early 1980 s these striking masks will fascinate today s children every bit as much as they did their
parents and don t be surprised if it s the parents still wearing them made of high quality laminated
card stock these brilliantly colored super realistic masks are pre perforated easy to press out with
holes in place ready for the included elastic cord that attaches in seconds for a perfect fit there s
even a storage envelope where the masks can be saved until it is time to once again become a fox or a
vampire or a bear or a the possibilities are fifteen fold

African Punch-Out Masks 1994-03-01
six colorful exotic masks including a hyena mask from mali and a bakuba dance mask from the congo are
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ideal for social studies projects parties as room decorations more no scissors needed

Farm Animals Punch-Out Masks 1998-12
these colorful masks let children masquerade as a rooster goat duck donkey cow and horse little farmers
simply punch out the masks and the eyeholes add a string or rubber band and the barnyard disguises are
ready to wear great for christmas pageants halloween everyday fun 6 die cut full color masks on 6 plates

Butterfly Punch-Out Masks 2002-12-01
this colorful collection invites youngsters and masqueraders of all ages to don some of the most
imaginative and intriguing masks ever each mask is whimsically embellished with flowers celestial
objects and swirls of fantastic colors play pretenders simply punch out the mask and eyeholes add a
string or a rubber band

Silly Clowns Punch-Out Masks 1995-10-17
masks for 6 comic characters display bulbous noses ridiculous wigs funny hats clown make up and an
outlandish display of neckwear wear them to masquerade parties in school performances or for trick or
treating just punch out fasten with a piece of string or rubber band and get set to play let s pretend

Kachina Punch-Out Masks 1995-03-27
6 full color cover ups yellow corn girl badger kachina havasupai kachina from the 50s three others

Dinosaur Punch-Out Masks 1995-03-01
six coverups include carnivorous tyrannosaurus multihorned styracosaurus bizarre hadrosaurus ghoulish
protoceratops and 2 others
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Northwest Coast Indian Punch-Out Masks 1996-03-01
six masks haida wooden dance mask kwakiutl family crest mask tlingit groundhog mask three more
instructions

Circus Clown Punch-Out Masks 1990-05
six authentically designed punch out masks based on the comic make up created by favorite circus clowns
perfect for school shows halloween dress up clown routines room decorations or just clowning around at
home no cutting necessary

Scary Masks 1992-08-21
wart faced witch with bloodshot eyes drooling scar faced monster fiendish pumpkin with a sinister stare
3 other funny freaks no cutting out necessary for these halloween and fun time cover ups

Inuit Punch-Out Masks 1996-10-07
inuit eskimo traditional masks punch outs for teacher use only

Creepy Creatures Punch-Out Masks 1994-07-27
masks of a fiery devil a man with electrified hair a wide eyed skull and 3 other repulsive critters

Indian Punch-Out Masks 1993-03-09
unusual disguises based on authentic indian artifacts depict an all gold chim mask peru a d 1200 the
ferocious bear spirit klukwan alaska a d 1800 1850 the curious rim dweller iroquois 1920 the feather
capped earth and sky being zuni new mexico 1925 and two others no scissors needed just punch out attach
a string and wear
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Mask Punch Out Book 1999-08-17
features punch out masks of darth maul yoda obi wan kenobi qui gon jinn queen amidala anakin skywalker
and jar jar binks so you can pretend to be your favorite episode i character

Funny Faces Punch-Out Stencils 1984-01-01
eight stencils to make funny clown masks simply punch out masks trace onto paper bags cardboard or
construction paper and color

Non-toxic Glow in the Dark Clown Masks 1988
sixbeautifully drawn full color masks tiger wolf panda zebra koala and chimpanzee perfect for halloween
festivities costume parties school plays and party favors ready to punch out and wear

Wild Animals Punch-Out Masks 1993-03-09
six comic characters with bulbous noses outrageous wigs funny hats and wild neckwear for masquerade
parties school performances trick or treating and more

Clowns 1988-09-27
subjects include king tutankhamen queen nefertiti each in ceremonial headdresses and 4 gods in animal
form introduction

Silly Animals Punch-Out Masks 1993-09-01
six masks depicting male and female lion and cub male and female tiger and cub great for halloween
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Non-toxic Glow in the Dark Monster Masks 1988
wart faced witch with bloodshot eyes drooling scar faced monster fiendish pumpkin with a sinister stare
three other funny freaks no cutting necessary

Silly Clowns Punch-Out Masks 1995-10
null

Egyptian Punch-Out Masks 1994-10-20
dog cat pig sheep rabbit raccoon just right for trick or treating costume parties punch out and wear

Lions and Tigers Punch-Out Masks 1995-03-03
five menacing masks some with awesome fangs and tusks depict the dire wolf saber toothed tiger a giant
bird an armored rat and a woolly mammoth ideal for costume parties and as party favors

Scary Masks 1992-08
thirty four bizarre subjects for halloween and year round fun werewolf vampire skeleton witch mummy bat
cat coffin tombstone skull and crossbones much more

Silly Animals Punch-Out Masks 1993-09-01
six coverups include carnivorous tyrannosaurus multihorned styracosaurus bizarre hadrosaurus ghoulish
protoceratops and two others
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Favorite Animals Masks 1993-03-01
twelve authentic full color disguises including such no masks as a ceremonial old man the thunder god an
oto mask used in comic interludes between no plays as well as masks worn for dance other types of
theatrical roles and temple rituals clear diagrams and simple assembly instructions included

Prehistoric Animals Punch-Out Masks 1998-06-15
five authentic carefully researched masks king tut lioness the goddess sekhmet falcon horus crocodile
sebek and a jackal anubis ideal for halloween costume parties school plays easily assembled instructions

Scary Monsters Punch-Out Stencils 1995-08-29
18 sturdy die cut designs sailboat steamship clipper tugboat more decorate almost any flat surface
complete instructions reusable

Dinosaur Punch-Out Masks 1995-03
seven authentic mexican folk masks each based on an authentic historic example include two sinister
devil masks a skull mask a spectacular bat mask and a tiger mask easy to follow instructions

Cut and Make Japanese Masks 1994-06-09
featuring the iconic animal designs of eric carle these spectacular easy to use punch out masks are
ready to wear play with and share with friends simply punch out the die cut masks attach the elastic and
transform into a favorite eric carle character no scissors or glue needed
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Cut and Make Egyptian Masks 1993-09-01
thirty disguises all identified and ready to color include a mask used by a performer in an ancient
roman tragedy a death mask from mexico a chinese lion mask for new year s celebrations a water spirit
disguise from new caledonia as well as masks from guatemala india nigeria egypt peru borneo and burma
myanmar

Ships and Boats Punch Out Stencils 1986-01-01
6 masks with religious folk and theatrical origins wayang golek wayang topeng and ragil kunig masks of
java 3 more

Cut and Make Mexican Masks 1995-11-16

The World of Eric Carle(TM) Animal Masks 2016-03-15

Masks of the World Coloring Book 2003-09

The Publishers Weekly 1997

Cut and Make Indonesian Masks 1995-01-06
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